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CONE-MERT B 
Multiple Event Response Trailer  

The CONE MERT B  (Multiple Event Response Trailer) is a medium weight, affordable, highly visi-
ble and rapidly deployable trailer.  This trailer is a bigger version of our existing MERT Trailer line-
up. Need more barriers, cones, or signs and need room for some of your existing equipment? This 
is the answer! This unique response trailer allows any department / service to have the ability to 
close off roads, delineate traffic, post detours, keep personnel safe, and allow vital assets to be re-
leased and re-deployed as needed. The MERT family of trailers are designed to operate attached to 
a vehicle or in a stand-alone mode. Like all of our MERT trailers, they come completely equipped  
and ready to deploy!  The MERT family provides the right equipment needed in any situation!  
 
* Immediate / Emergency Traffic Control      * Scheduled / Unscheduled Road Closures 
* Traffic Delineation / Traffic Control     * Posting Detours 
* DUI / Safety checkpoints        * Weather Emergencies 
* Crash Scene Investigations     * Safeguarding Construction Personnel.    
* Cone MERT is designed for easy and efficient on/off loading of equipment 
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CONE-MERT B 
Multiple Event Response Trailer  
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         Trailer Features  
 
  
1 - Tongue Tool Box 
 Box is approximately 36” long x 18” wide 

x 18” deep contains  
 A deep cycle marine battery for operat-

ing the 12 LED alternating lights when 
not attached to vehicle 

 
 A Solar panel to charge battery 
 
12 - LED lights set up with an alternating 
flasher control and toggle switch for easy 
operation and safety and ensuring maxi-
mum visibility 
 
 

Trailer Specifications 

OVERALL SIZE:  80” wide x 16’ long x 6’ tall 
TOTAL WEIGHT:  approx. 2200 LBS (empty) 
* 2 5/16” ball hitch 
* 7 pin blade electrical connector 
* Dual 3500lb Axles with Electric Brakes 
* P205-75 R15 Tires 
* Type 3 Safety Chains 
* Expanded metal decking for safety  
* Open deck area for customer supplied additional   
equipment     
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Product Specifications 

 36ea -”A” Frame (F&A) Poly Barricades 
 
 Each Barricade includes: 
 
 72ea -”A” Frame ends (28”wide x 42” tall) ballast can be 

added for weight  
 36ea - 8” w x 6’ long plastic panel board with engineer-

ing grade reflective sheeting 

 Each Barricade (empty) weighs approx. 20lbs 

* 176ea - 28” 10 lb Traffic Cones   

with 4" & 6" Reflective Collars 
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Additional CONE MERT B  
Photos 

CONE-MERT B 
Multiple Event Response Trailer  

Lockable bars are provided for 
product security  


